
VA Secretary Robert A. McDonald 

Jack Kammerer VR&E Director  

Dept. Of Veterans Affairs 

810 Vermont Ave. NW 

Washington DC 20420 

Re: Gordon A. Graham  

Case  

July 18th, 2016 

Dear Sirs, 

Approximately seven months ago, I emailed you (Dec. 12th, 2015) regarding the 

paucity of information that the Seattle VR&E was able to provide me with 

regarding my recent BVA determination of entitlement to a greenhouse under 

the Independent Living Program (38 CFR §21.160). I questioned the apparent 

refusal to include me as a stakeholder in my IILP.  I never heard back from you. 

In the ensuing seven months, in gross violation of 38 CFR §21.92(a,b), The Seattle 

VR&E Officer has promulgated a plan for rehabilitative services (providing a 

greenhouse) with absolutely no input from the primary stakeholder (me). As I 

pointed out above, I informed you of this growing development at that time. 

On July 13th, the Office of General Counsel (027) filed a Respondent’s response 

which included a Declaration of David Boyd.  II. 6) in the declaration was made 

under penalty of perjury (28 USC §1746) that Mr. Boyd had engaged in 

“repeated consultations with Mr. Graham” on the formulation of the proposed IL 

plan and an IILP document. See Declaration of David Boyd, item II. (6) dated 

July 7th, 2016 contained in Court of Veterans Appeals Case number 2016-2098 in 

the Respondent’s Response.   

Mr. Boyd  perjured himself by making such a declaration. Further, the claim that 

he received a request On February 1, 2016 for a “50’X 100” [sic] greenhouse” is 

also patently untrue. VA email to Mr. Kris Holloway show I informed him, via an 

attachment, of a Farmtek Inc. bid for ILP services (24’X48’ structure) on 

September 15th, 2015 at 3:06 PM PDT-four months earlier. 
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Employees of the Veterans Administration are not permitted to verbally abuse 

claimants to my knowledge. As for perjuring themselves, that is not my call to 

make. I merely attest to the following facts. If you wish, I will put them in a sworn 

notarized document for you and send them post haste. 

For the record, my contact with Mr. Boyd is as follows: 

1) My first verbal or written contact with the man was May 21st, 2014. I called him 

after receipt of my Supplemental Statement of the Case (SSOC) dated May 7th, 

2014. I asked Mr. Boyd why he was utilizing the new ILP requirements in M 28 R 

(revised 45 days previously on March 31, 2014) rather than the regulations in 

effect in the old M 28 which was current when my ILP request was filed. 

Mr. Boyd suggested I file a rebuttal to his SSOC and include my contentions. I 

complied the next day and have proof of mailing and USPS proof of receipt of 

the document. Mr. Boyd failed to answer the rebuttal and closed out the 

appeal claiming I never filed a substantive appeal. Nevertheless, I resubmitted 

the document to the BVA Veterans Law Judge April 29th, 2015 as new and 

material evidence and waived review in the first instance by the Regional 

Office.  

2) My next contact with Mr. Boyd was via email on March 24th, 2016. I asked for 

an update on the progress of supplying the greenhouse. This grossly contradicts 

Mr. Boyd’s statements made under penalty of perjury. If Mr. Boyd chooses to 

take the position that any contact between Mr. Holloway and me constituted 

an informal representation by or for him in absentia, his declaration is still 

patently untrue. Mr. Holloway and I had no correspondence whatsoever, either 

telephonically or via email between December 21st, 2015 and March 22nd, 2016.  

3) One last email communication from Mr. Boyd arrived May 10th, 2016 

apparently in reply to a Congressional Inquiry I filed with my Congressman in a 

last-ditch attempt to elicit information about the proposed IILP and delivery of 

services date. I answered his email and again asked for information-any 

information, mind you- of what was being proposed and when. A follow on 

communication was not received prior to my filing of the Extraordinary Writ of 

Mandamus a month later on June 13th, 2016. 
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4) It is fairly obvious Mr. Boyd let out a contract for a greenhouse at some point 

subsequent to receiving guidance from VR&E services after December 16th, 

2015. The declaration reflects that January 18th, 2016 was the date that planning 

for the greenhouse commenced- but with absolutely no input or consultations 

with me in gross violation of 38 CFR §21.92(a,b).  

5) Mr. Boyd, via my conversations with Mr. Holloway, has been continuously 

identified as the sole Vocational Rehabilitation Counselor/Case Officer of my 

proposed “service”. Mr. Holloway has repeatedly said in all email 

communications that he was not the VRC and, quite the contrary, Mr. Boyd was. 

This is rebutted by Mr. Holloway’s name as the VRC of record on not one, but 

both proposed IILP Forms 28-8872 presented to me for signature. While Mr. 

Holloway has not stated that fact under penalty of perjury, the fact stands out 

as evidence of a concerted effort on VA’s part to obscure the authorship of this 

IILP. I do not begin to understand this purposeful obfuscation of the facts but it is 

impossible to be a stakeholder when you have no one as a designated “co-

stakeholder” you can plan out the IILP with. 

6) Mr. Boyd, during his July 13th visit, overtly queried me on where my wheelchair 

was. It was suggested that my need for any ADA services was uncalled for. He 

even went so far as to imply he felt my disabilities were contrived or that I might 

be malingering in order to receive services to which I was not entitled. He went 

even further and asked how I could be out in the sun at 12 o’clock noon 

unprotected. Both VR&E personnel wanted to know how I harvested my 

vegetables with my 10 pound lifting limit and was able to pick them up and 

move them to a different location without injury. This desire for information has 

no bearing on the greenhouse IILP. The BVA judge made a determination I was 

entitled to services. The decision was predicated on degree of disability. Mr. 

Boyd’s arrogance and derision (and second-guessing) as to the validity of my 

disabilities was there for all to see-including Mr. Holloway. As Mr. Boyd has no 

medical training, his observations are adversarial, speculative and have no 

bearing on the delivery of services. The comments had one aim- to be 

demeaning and personally insulting. 

In VA jurisprudence, the presumption of regularity operates to protect both 

parties in the event regulations are misinterpreted, or worse- purposefully 

ignored. If the sum of the errors is prejudicial to the Veteran, the presumption 

that the employee responsible or the administrative arm (VR&E) is negated. At  
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that point, the presumption is no longer for application. The loss/misplacement 

of my Form 9 for the greenhouse occurred in 2013. The loss of a May 2015 SSOC 

clearly shows the presumption of records security is rebutted. Mr. Boyd’s recent 

perjured declaration submitted to the OGC and CAVC is rebutted by the 

absence of any evidence to corroborate his story. In fact, the clear and 

unmistakable evidence of record shows a gross disregard for VA regulations and 

poor recordkeeping. Coupled with that, Seattle’s VR&E Officer is in direct 

violation of 38 CFR §21.92(a,b) as well as Congress’ directive in 38 USC §3107(a) 

which negates any presumption of regularity in the creation of this service. Quite 

simply, the VR&E Officer is either ignorant of the regulations or couldn’t be 

bothered to obey them. No one is above the law-least of all VA employees.  

The VR&E Officer, in front of witnesses, declared on July 13th, 2016 that he was 

ignorant of these laws and regulations but that, by virtue of being in charge of 

the Seattle VR&E office, he, alone, was empowered to make any decisions 

necessary to implement the IILP. He enunciated that statement with one 

succinct, final exclamation-“Period”.  

Mr. Boyd chose to formulate IILP plans and instruct Mr. Holloway to profess 

ignorance on the details of the subject on what the proposed IILP parameters 

were while informally making him the VRC straw man of record on the IILP Form 

28-8872s. I suggest the VR&E Director read the 31 emails attached to the 

appendix submitted with the Extraordinary Writ ( CAVC 2016-#2098) if he 

believes my statements constitute far-fetched hyperbole. Emails do not lie. 

7) Throughout the pendency of the request for greenhouse services and the 

follow-on appeal-indeed, the entire ten months post decision- obfuscation and 

outright denial of what was proposed has been Seattle VR&E’s stock in trade. 

From the Boyd declaration, it can clearly be determined that a bid was let for a 

specific structure size as well as all mechanical components as early as February 

24th, 2016. In spite of prior (and subsequent) requests for descriptions of 

proposed services, the Seattle VR&E Officer, in his self-designated position of 

VRC,  steadfastly refused to include me in the development of the service as a 

bona fide stakeholder as required by statute and regulation.  

8) An email request for Mr. Boyd’s credentials or Curriculum Vitae that accorded 

him legal permission to be a VRC went unanswered. To this day, I have no idea if 

Mr. Boyd is competent or has the training to legally administer my ILP as a VRC.  
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Representing oneself as something he or she is not qualified for is extremely 

disturbing but seems to be the modus operandi of everything Seattle VR&E has 

done in my case. Coupled with a well-documented refusal to cooperate, 

perjury simply rubbed salt into the wound of refusing to mutually construct an 

IILP. Were these folks employees of my former construction company, they 

would find themselves looking for employment elsewhere in short order. 

One thing I had always felt comfortable with in my dealings with the Seattle 

VR&E was Mr. Holloway’s professional approach to working with me rather than 

constantly being at odds with me. That chimera has now been proven a 

falsehood. There is simply no way, in such a closed-shop environment, that Mr. 

Holloway could not be a party to the day-to day promulgation of the IILP by Mr. 

Boyd as professed.  Even more telling, Mr. Holloway stood silently by next to Mr. 

Boyd during his 45-minute tirade at my property on July 13th. At no time did he 

interrupt or intervene to counsel Mr. Boyd and tell him his threatening, angry 

demeanor was not in keeping with the highest ideals of the Veterans 

Administration. It also beggars the imagination that both VR&E employees are 

oblivious to VA’s regulations concerning joint promulgation of an IILP. This is why 

the presumption of regularity has clearly been rebutted. VA’s conduct during 

the entire five years of this program has been one of arrogance, ignorance of 

law, and an extremely adversarial relationship culminating on July 13th with 

atrocious, threatening behavior. 

 

9) July 13th, 2016 was the first time I have ever met Mr. Boyd. I do wish to make 

that clear on the off chance Mr. Boyd’s memory becomes vague on the point. 

 

In sum, I write to sadly inform you that I do not look forward to a repeat of the 

denigration, debasement, allegations of malingering and verbal insults by Mr. 

Boyd. Nor do I feel I can in good conscience deal with the perfidy Mr. Holloway 

perpetrated- now clearly exposed in the declaration.  Mr. Holloway’s silence on 

law, failure to admonish Mr. Boyd or reign in his patently uncalled-for insults tars 

and feathers Mr. Holloway as being in complete agreement with Mr. Boyd’s 

agenda and unprofessional behavior last week. 
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I respectfully request you find other VR&E personnel to accomplish the 

remainder of the IILP and implementation of my future two-year ILP. Mr. Boyd is 

officially persona non grata on my property as his openly hostile and adversarial 

position is in direct conflict with everything the Veterans Administration prides 

itself as standing for. I am not sure how this can be effected but a repeat of the 

July 13th performance cannot be endured. Mr. Boyd’s rude, crude and socially 

unattractive behavior is no longer welcome here; in a word, boorish. 

 

In light of the recent spate of black-on-white violence across America, my wife 

and I are uncomfortable with the possibility that Mr. Boyd might possess the 

persona to become violent. I certainly do not wish to come across as offended 

by Mr. Boyd’s race, but the level of his vitriol makes my wife very uncomfortable. 

If no other alternative exists for representation by a Seattle VR&E employee, I 

request a police presence during any such meetings to protect all concerned.  

 

VA’s logo begins with President Lincoln’s famous Gettysburg speech “For he 

who shall have borne the battle.” I rightfully consider myself one of America’s 

Sons of War and one of those who have borne that battle. 38 USC §3120 VR&E 

services are accorded first to those of us who are most severely disabled with 

the emphasis on “severely”. Mr. Boyd commented last Wednesday that ILP was 

strictly for items around the house-i.e. can grabbers and grab bars. He went so 

far as to suggest it was designed for HISA bathroom remodels nowadays. His 

knowledge of what ILP was intended for is incorrect. Based on this alone, he is 

grossly unqualified for his position. 

 

When I asked him how Seattle could only find 7 individuals who qualified for ILP 

last year, Mr. Boyd stated: “That’s because we are becoming more adept at 

weeding out Veterans who try to abuse the ILP system with frivolous requests.” At 

this rate Seattle will hit 0 rehabilitations in two years.   
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Although a reply to this letter is optional, I need to know what you, or Mr. Boyd’s 

immediate supervisor, propose to do.  Further communications with Mr. Boyd or 

Mr. Holloway are no longer an option as the presumption of regularity has 

proven them unwilling to obey regulations or incompetent to perform the task. 

I can only point out in hindsight that I saw this developing for years. Mr. Boyd’s 

demeanor has always been one of indifference to the plight of what he sees as 

Veterans seeking to game the system with outrageous ILP requests. His constant 

denial logic for over four years was that ILP did not encompass avocational 

pursuits in direct conflict with VA OGC Precedent 34-97. Apparently, in spite of 

my BVA decision, he refuses to revise his legal thinking to comport with statute, 

OGC precedent and regulation- preferring, instead, to rely on M28 R. He 

confirmed my suspicions in person last week-replete with his hurtful insults. 

I do not expect an apology. I expect a greenhouse that is disability-friendly. I 

expect a greenhouse that allows me access to the outdoors safely like everyone 

else. I expect to deal with professional VA employees who are honest and 

forthright and follow VA regulations to the letter. I expect to be treated as a 

stakeholder and included in this process as promised by law. I expect Veteran-

centric treatment- not Mr. Boyd ‘s egocentric interpretation of it. 

 

 

 Gordon A. Graham 

14910 125th St. KP N 

Gig Harbor, WA. 98329 

 

cc:  Congressman Derek C. Kilmer  




